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Abstract
With new incentives for human space exploration, biotechnological experiments in orbit became imperative.

Answering this need, we build an autonomous, modular, and scalable platform that enables those experiments on
rockets. We called it AMBER. The aim of the payload of the R6 suborbital rocket is to perform an experiment to
study the influence of rocket flights on biofilm, molecular biology enzymes and biosynthesis using our platform. For
this purpose, we use the interdisciplinary character of our team to ensure full integrity, reliability, and operational
efficiency. The experiment carried out during the Spaceport America Cup competition constitutes the first stage of
our team’s three-stage programme of astrobiotechnological experiments, which scientific value was confirmed by a
letter of recommendation from the scientist working for NASA Ames Research Center. Two 96 well plates, as
operational sectors, were subjected to the same effects of G-force, rocket launch velocity, temperature, pressure and
vibration profile. In the experiment we used 3D printed elements, Peltier cells, GPS, sensors measuring vibrations,
temperature, pressure and G-force. These instruments enable exact characterisation conditions experienced by
biological samples.
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1. Introduction
As the space industry grows, the ability to bring

more humans to space becomes more available. With
the higher number of crewed space missions grows the
concern on the health of spacefarers. To understand the
effects of the space environment on humans and
biotechnological payload, new scientific platforms are
needed. To answer this need, we build an autonomous,
modular, and scalable platform that enables biological
experiments on rockets (AMBER). AMBER will help
build new standards for payload for rockets.
Controlling basic physical parameters around samples
was the priority as well as measuring the external
experience by payload. Our system will make
replicability of experiments easier and better supervised.

The first round of tests on AMBER was carried out
during Spaceport America Cup competition in New
Mexico (USA), flight was delayed and finally launched
in Gdynia (Poland).

2. Components & Materials Used to build AMBER
AMBER meets the competition’s and team’s internal

requirements when it comes to dimensions (30x10x10
cm) and a weight (4 kg) [1]. Payload is a solid structure
consisting of a frame and sidewalls, in the centre of
which is located our scientific panel [2].

The main frame is made of standardised 10x10mm
v-slots profiles. Connecting blocks, Allen screws M3
DIN7991 and T-nuts are used for the assembly.

The payload structure is modular. PET-G 3D printed
shelves are used with a standardised assembly method
to secure the modules inside the payload. TPU 3D
printing was used to make the well plate sealing frame
to ensure its tightness. The sealing frame consists (fig.
1) of a top (1) and bottom box (7), a copper plate (2), a
clamping aid (4) [3,4], a sealing film (5), well-plate
cover (3) and a well-plate base (6). Steel plates have
been used as walls to provide adequate mechanical
protection and reliable vibration transmission.

Such a solution allows to use the design and
research results in future in different conditions.
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Fig. 1 - CAD model of an assembled payload; exploded
view of a well-plate’s sealing frame.

The well plate holder is made of copper to evenly
distribute heat from the well plate to the Peltier module
and then through the heat sink to the outside of the
experiment chamber. To ensure efficient cooling, a 12V
DC axial fan is used with an airflow of 67m³/h [5].
Openings in the top and side covers allow free air flow
between the payload and atmosphere.

Fig. 2 - Block diagram of the Electronics Subsystem.

Mission specific electronic control system has been
designed to monitor and control the internal temperature
of the samples. Peltier cells are used to move heat out of
the copper plates into surrounding air via radiator.
Motion and the acceleration (G-Loads) of the
experiment has been recorded using an Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU). The power to the experiment
is supplied by twelve 21700 cells, providing 24Ah of
power at 7.4V.

Table 1: List of materials:

3. Scientific purposes
The overall goal of our AMBER project was to

create a versatile rocket payload to casy
biotechnological experiments. To prove functionality of
AMBER we have loaded biological samples for the
duration of R6  rocket launch.

The experiment carried out focused on bacterial
biofilm production and its durability.

Testing biofilms in space is substantial [7], [10]. A
biofilm is a form of a bacterial group that contains in its
surroundings, organic or inorganic substances produced
by bacteria, whose structure adheres to a given surface
[6], [7], [8].

Fig. 3 - An example of biofilm formation located at the
inlet to Russian condensate processor. Photo: NASA [9]

This surface can be a part of a spaceship or a human
body including a respiratory system. Bio biofouling is a
realistic safety threat on International Space Station
(ISS). As pathogenic bacteria also form biofilms this
kind of research contributes also directly to astronauts'
health.

More basic research on biofilm is also needed as it
may also be important for creation of microbiome on
Mars or its future colonisation (biofilm is formed under
the influence of degrading environmental factors /
life-limiting factors [7]).
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In the biofilm experiment on board of AMBER the
aim was to test what is the impact of the suborbital
flight of the rocket and the accompanying g-loads
(acceleration / G), vibration, pressure, and temperature
profiles on the ability of selected bacterial strains to
produce biofilm. We examine the structure and
durability of the biofilm by counting the number of
detached cells in the solution in a given well.

Samples will be subjected to DNA sequencing to
assess the impact conditions occurring during the flight
on formation of mutations. The reference tests will be
performed in an ultracentrifuge and possibly on a
stratospheric balloon nacelle.

3.1 The method of producing biofilm along with the
method of its analysis

This step is the most important part of the biological
experiment. Below we described the process of
preparing the biofilm that was to be subjected to the
flight conditions and afterward tested with methods
listed in the next point [13,14].

Experimental procedures (biofilm formation):
(1) bacteria were added to the broth. Calibrated to 0.5
on the McFarland scale in LB medium with 0,25%
glukoze. The biofilm formation assay was performed as
in Nykyri et al. (2013), with some modifications. 200 ul
of prepared bacterial culture was inoculated into 96-well
Nunclon Delta Surface (Greiner) plates and (2) kept for
24h at 37°C without agitation. (3)After the incubation
period, OD600 of bacterial cultures was measured and
the bacterial cultures were removed from the wells.
Then, 200 µl of 1% crystal violet solution was added
into each well and left for 15 min without agitation.
After incubation, the wells were washed 2 times with
distilled water. Then, 200 µl of acetic acid solution
(33% Sigma Aldrich, Germany) was added into each
well and (4) OD595 of each well was measured. For
calculations, the OD595 value of the negative control
was subtracted from the values obtained for the strains.
Negative values obtained after subtraction were set to 0.
The experiment was performed once with three
replicates. (5)

3.2 Experimental procedure
Following the suborbital flight, we operated the

probes using the previously described methods. Precise
protocols that depend on specific strains of
microorganisms are described in detail in a separate
scientific payload documentation.

Fig. 4 - Prepared well plate with a McFarland calibrated
bacterial suspension prior to rocket launch.

To examine the optical density of suspension of the
microorganisms we used spectrophotometry techniques.
In the analysis used Epoch BioTek UV-Vis
spectrophotometer.

To check the durability of the formed biofilm we
provided 3 independent research methods. The first
method is spectrophotometric and is based on the
previously described procedure for staining cells with
crystal violet. In this way, we obtained comparative
values for the amount of biofilm that remained on the
walls of the wells. The second method measures the
opposite values by counting the cells that detached from
the solid form of the biofilm and ended up in the
external matrix. For this purpose, we used Thoma
chambers and an optical microscope. Using the
counting chamber we were able to assess the exact
number of the cells. The third technique we used is
serial dilution method.

3.3 Selected strains 
As mentioned above, we focus on the strains of

microorganisms that are tightly correlated to humans’
existence in space. We selected strains of opportunistic
human pathogens, as well as model organisms of
bacteria. Additionally, we used species of
microorganisms that were previously collected in the
stratosphere during BEXUS 30 stratospheric mission
and established as pure cultures [15].

Fig. 5 - Plates with some microorganisms obtained from the
stratosphere as part of the Stardust project, organised in

cooperation with the European Space Agency  [15].
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4. Results 
4.1 Payload performance

Integrity AMBER was kept. All flight data of
parameters was successfully measured and recorded.
The integrity of the cassettes ensuring their mechanical
safety has been intact. Biological samples survived the
flight.

Fig. 6 - Extremes of the conditions acting on the rocket during
flight.

Fig. 7 - Altitude in time during rocket's flight.

Fig. 8 - Acceleration in time during first seconds of a
rocket's flight.

4.2 Biotechnological experiments
The study shows that the flight of the suborbital

rocket significantly affects the ability of selected
bacterial strains to produce biofilm as well as the
durability of it.

Bacteria exposed to G force, pressure and velocity
of the rocket, which were full of changing parameters,
limited the amount of biofilm.

For each strain, 3 measurements were made in three
different wells. Within the various bacterial strains, the
results were very closely related. In the results obtained
from the first research method, there is a tendency for
higher absorption values   for bacterial strains from
ground control than for those from rocket flight.

 Fig. 9 - Chart summarizing the influence of  suborbital
rocket flight on microorganisms ability to produce biofilm.

When it comes to an experiment which was
subjected to determine the durability of a biofilm it also
has logical numerical values. It shows that a different
number of cells broke away from the solid form of
biofilm, therefore different strains are characterized by
different biofilm resilience. The lower the absorbance
value, the fewer cells found their way to the external
matrix and the more durable is the biofilm.

Fig. 10 - Chart summarizing the influence of  suborbital rocket
flight on durability of biofilm produced by selected strains of

microorganisms.

The developed method of ensuring the tightness and
separation of 96 wells showed 98.96% efficiency.
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5. Discussion 
The platform we created shows that we are able to

carry out research correlated with the space sector in a
more universal, accessible and faster way. That is why
AMBER has a major advantage over other platforms
where only remote measurements are possible. By
minimizing the scale of the flight from orbital to
suborbital, we can perform astrobiotechnological
research much more frequently and repeatedly.

Further discussion of the research performed will be
explained in a separate scientific publication.

6. Conclusions 
AMBER as a platform performed its task perfectly

giving the opportunity to conduct scientific research and
fulfill its purpose.

The results of the research indicate how to select
bacterial strains to control their activity in the form of
biofilm structuring. Bacteria being exposed to the
influence of suborbital flight show different ability to
produce biofilm and its different durability. These
conclusions can provide important information to be
able to perform scientific research in space using it as
genetic engineering vectors, protect the ISS from
polymer and metal damage, treat astronauts more
efficiently or colonize Mars.
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